NEWS RELEASE
Mango Hotels launches boutique hotel in Davangere. To have 8 hotels in
Karnataka in 2018.
Davangere, Karnataka – 25 February, 2018 – Intellistay Hotels Pvt. Ltd. (IHPL), which owns the
brand Mango Hotels, launched Mango Hotels – Naveen, in Davangere in Karnataka, with
Navdeep Hotels.
The 32-key property is located on Bapuji
Dental College Road, opposite the reputed
college. Mango Hotels – Naveen features
MoXa Café, which is an all-day dining
restaurant, Xcuse bar, Xtra Grab & Go café,
a Wi-Fi enabled banqueting hall suited for
gatherings, meetings and corporate events
for up to 200 guests, and a conference
room. The aesthetically designed rooms
come with modern furnishings, air conditioning, brewing station, study table, telephone, smart
TV, and ensuite bathrooms.

Prashanth Aroor, CEO, IHPL, said “With a
thriving textile business, an emerging
education hub, and a designated Smart
City, Davangere is a key node on the
Mumbai-Chennai corridor. Mango Hotels –
Naveen is designed keeping in mind
professionals, youth and families. Whether
you wish to work, play or celebrate, this
hotel is poised to deliver."
Aroor added, “Our relationship with Navdeep Hotels will shortly grow to three hotels with the
addition of Mango Hotels Naveen in Tumakuru and i-Stay Hotels in Chittradurgh. We are also
exploring other hubs like Hubli, Belgaum, Hassan, Hampi and Shimoga with Navdeep Hotels
to emerge as a brand present across this industrial corridor. Besides this, we have our second
hotel opening in Bangalore next month, and two more next quarter, along with our first hotel
in Mangalore. We firmly see a total of 8 operating hotels in Karnataka by the end of this year.”
Navdeep Hotels has been running two
hotels in Karnataka. When asked about
their growth strategy, Naveen Kottige,
Director of Navdeep Hotels, stated,
“Navdeep Hotels is committed to
providing value based hospitality in our
territory between Bangalore and Hubli,
along the national highway. With the
growth picking up pace in this area, we

decided to upgrade and brand our existing hotels in Tumakuru and Chittradurgh, and launch
a new one in Davangere.”
“We have found a perfect partner in Intellistay Hotels, and their brands Mango Hotels and iStay Hotels, who work with Indian sensibilities blended with international standards. We look
forward to working with our new partners to emerge as the most valuable hotel and
hospitality service provider in the Golden Quadrilateral of Karnataka,” he added.
About IntelliStay Hotels Pvt. Ltd. (IHPL)
IntelliStay Hotels is an integrated hotel management enterprise of Apodis Hotels and Resorts
Ltd., which is a joint venture of PRAMA and IL&FS (IIML). IHPL manages 18 hotels and resorts
in India under three brands i.e. Apodis Collection - a premier upscale resort brand; Mango
Hotels & Suites, a boutique hotel brand; and i-Stay Hotels, a young transit accommodation
brand.
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